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1. Architectural Design 

Architect of Record: Acton Ostry Architects Inc. 
Tall Wood Advisor: Architekten Hermann Kaufmann ZT GmbH 

The mandate for the Student Residence at Brock Commons project is to deliver 404 student 
residence beds as part of the UBC strategy to address a current 3,500 student wait list for on-
campus housing. 

As part of the design process, the potential use of a hybrid mass wood and concrete structure 
was investigated to assess the technical and economic viability for the project to demonstrate 
the applicability of wood in BC’s development and construction industries. The Project Team 
was able to demonstrate that a project utilizing a hybrid mass wood and concrete structure 
could be constructed for a cost similar to that for a building using a typical concrete or steel 
structure. Advances in wood technology and manufacturing make tall wood buildings not 
only possible but also safe and cost effective, while providing a way to lessen the carbon 
footprint of the built environment. 

Once built, the building will be a Living Laboratory in which UBC faculty and engineering and 
forestry professionals will monitor, analyze and evaluate the performance of the mass timber 
structure to provide reference knowledge for possible changes to the 2020 National Building 
Code of Canada for mass wood structures. 

 

     1.1 SITE AND CONTEXT 

The site is located within the Brock Commons student housing hub site designated in the UBC 
Vancouver Campus Plan. The site fronts onto Walter Gage Road, immediately north of the 
North Parkade on a gently sloping, narrow, open grassed area. 

A public open space is located to the east and acts as a hinge for movement of people from 
the building, the North Parkade and passersby. 

The Student Residence project will be an integral part of the future mixed-use Brock Commons 
hub that is envisioned as an ensemble of student residence buildings that will contribute to 
student life within and toward a centrally located pedestrian-focused open space shared with 
Water Gage Road. To contribute to the establishment of Brock Commons, public realm 
upgrades to Walter Gage Road will be undertaken.  
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     1.2 PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

The Student Residence at Brock Commons is 18 storeys with a height of 53m. The typical 
building footprint is 15m x 56m with a typical building area of 780m2. The total gross floor 
area is 14,040m2. The structure is a hybrid system comprised of 17 storeys of mass wood 
construction located above a one storey base of concrete construction. There are two 18 
storey concrete cores containing exit stairs and elevators. The massing of the building is 
rectilinear in plan and form and rises upward as an uninterrupted slab. 

The principal use of the project is student residence for the housing of upper year and 
graduate students consisting of single-bed studios and 4-bed quad units, both with kitchens 
and bathrooms. The building is Group C (residential) major occupancy with a student lounge 
located on the 18th floor. The project includes Group A-2 (assembly) subsidiary occupancy uses 
such as study and social spaces located on the ground floor. 

The project is located in the Campus Core District of the University. In keeping with the style 
precedents for new development in the Campus Core District, the project takes inspiration 
from the collection of International style modernist buildings located on campus, specifically 
those designed by Thompson Berwick and Pratt Architects.  

The concrete structure at the base is wrapped with extensive floor-to-ceiling curtain wall 
glazing, coloured glass spandrel panels and transparent coloured glass. An extensive CLT 
canopy runs the length of the building. 

Above the base the facade is clad with white and charcoal metal panels punctuated by floor-
to-ceiling clear-glazed openings with accents of coloured blue glass. Glazing wraps the corners 
to dematerialize the edges of the building. 

Further accentuating the vertical expression is a series of raised, blue-black vertical splines that 
draw the eye up to a metal cornice that crowns the building. 

 

     1.3 SUSTAINABILITY 

The project will connect to the UBC District Energy System and has been designed to target 
LEED Gold Certification using LEED v4 and to conform to ASHRAE 90.1-2010. The project is 
targeting to achieve a minimum of 20-25% energy savings over a typical building of the same 
use, while ensuring on-going monitoring of all systems through advanced energy metering 
and measurement and verification after the building is occupied. 

The use of mass timber for the structure provides a means by which to lessen the carbon 
footprint of the built environment. The wood structure will reduce the volume of concrete 
typically needed for this size of a project by 2,650 cubic meters, which is equivalent to 
reducing 250-500 Tons of CO2 emissions. 

 

2. Structural Design 

Structural Engineer: Fast + Epp 

In general, the building structure is comprised of a one storey concrete podium, supporting 17 
storeys of mass timber and concrete structure above. The vertical loads are carried by the mass 
timber structure whereas the concrete provides the lateral stability for the building. 

The typical floor structure for the mass timber portion is comprised of 5-ply CLT panels that 
are point supported on glulam columns on a 2.850m x 4.0m grid. This results in the CLT 
panels acting as a two way slab. The structural concept is similar to that of a concrete flat 
plate. To avoid a vertical load transfer through the CLT panels, a steel connector allows for a 
direct load transfer between the columns and also provides a bearing surface for the CLT 
panels. The roof is framed using conventional steel beams and metal deck. 
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Two full height concrete cores and CLT diaphragms on each level provide the lateral stability 
for the structure. 

The design of the base building structure is based on Part 4 of the 2015 National Building 
Code of Canada as well as the latest material standards. The seismic provisions in the 2015 
National Building Code result in a higher level of design loads and therefore a higher demand 
on the seismic force resisting system of the building structure than compared to a building 
designed under the current 2012 British Columbia Building Code. 

 

3. Fire Safety Design 

Fire Engineer: GHL Consultants Ltd. 

The Student Residence at Brock Commons project is an 18 storey, 53m high building that has 
been designed with a mass timber structure—also known as “Tall Wood”—that meets the 
same standards for safety and performance as traditional building structures, such as concrete 
and steel. 

The building is Group C (residential) major occupancy with Group A-2 (assembly) study and 
social spaces on the ground floor. 

The design utilizes a hybrid structure comprised of 17 storeys of mass wood construction 
above a one storey base of concrete construction. There will be two 18 storey concrete cores 
containing exit stairs and elevators. The building structure for the 2nd to the 18th storeys will 
be constructed using two-way cross laminated timber (CLT) slabs for floors and glue-laminated 
timber (glulam) for columns. 

The fire safety engineers for the project are confident that the conservative approach used for 
the design of the project is equally as safe as that for high rise buildings that uses a concrete 
or steel structure. The fire safety design has undergone a peer-review process involving a panel 
of leading fire safety experts, scientists, authorities and firefighters. 

Fire safety measures that have been incorporated into the design are intended to achieve three 
key objectives: life safety of the occupants; safety of the firefighters; and, prevention of 
structural failure in fire.  
 

     3.1 LIFE SAFETY 

     Concrete Construction for First Storey and Exit Stair Cores  

The first storey of the building, and the two exit stair and elevator cores, will be constructed of 
reinforced concrete, as is typical for high rise construction in Vancouver. While construction of 
the first floor and cores could technically be constructed utilizing mass wood materials, the 
design team elected to utilize concrete construction for these particular components in the 
interest of familiarity from a life safety and fire fighting perspective and to facilitate the 
approvals process for the project. 

     Enhanced 2 Hour Suite-to-Suite Fire Separations  

Given that the project is for student residences, the building typology lends itself to being 
made up of a series of repetitive, highly compartmentalized small rooms, which means that in 
the event that a fire originates in one suite it is extremely likely that the fire would be 
contained in the compartment in which the fire originated. To enhance the 
compartmentalization of the project, the typical 1 hour suite-to-suite fire separation required 
by the Building Code has been increased, through application of additional layers of gypsum 
board, to be a 2 hour fire separation.  
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     Automatic Sprinkler System with a Back-up Water Supply  

Studies have shown that automatic sprinkler systems are effective in controlling over 90% of 
fire incidents. When fires are controlled by an automatic sprinkler system, they will not grow 
to an appreciable size that poses a risk to the occupants of the building. To enhance the 
reliability of the sprinkler system, a back-up water supply system will be provided in order that 
the automatic sprinkler system will reliably operate, even in the event of a major earthquake. 

     Exit Stairwell Pressurization 

The exit stairwells have been designed to incorporate mechanical pressurization to keep the 
exit stairs protected from smoke, thereby offering enhanced fire safety for those evacuating 
the building in the event of fire, as well as to protect firefighters responding to such an event. 

     Restriction on Building Use  

The building will be restricted to residential use in the 2nd to 18th floor and assembly use in the 
1st storey, which will be housed within 2 hour fire rated concrete construction. The building 
will contain only low-hazard occupancy uses. The low fire hazard occupancy uses and highly 
compartmentalized layout will remain in place for the lifetime of the building. The fuel load 
typically accumulated in other building types, through storage of materials over time, will be 
controlled since the student occupants will change from year to year and the building will be 
managed and maintained by UBC on an annual and ongoing basis. 
 

     3.2 FIREFIGHTING 

     Concrete Exit Stair and Elevator Cores 

The use of concrete for the construction of the exit stairs and elevators will allow firefighting 
access for the building to be carried out in the same manner as is typical for concrete 
buildings.  

     Encapsulated Mass Wood Construction 

Engineering analysis has ascertained that the use of encapsulated mass timber construction 
will result in wood having a very limited contribution to a room fire.   

     Automatic Sprinkler System with a Back-up Water Supply 

The incorporation of an automatic sprinkler system with a back-up water supply means that 
the risk for firefighters of being exposed to a fully developed fire that originates during an 
earthquake will be reduced as the sprinkler system will remain operational. 

     Exit Stairwell Pressurization 

Exit stairwell pressurization will provide a safer condition for firefighter access and staging as 
the exit stairwells will be protected from smoke in the event of a fire. 
 

     3.3 STRUCTURAL FIRE SAFETY  

     Mass Timber 

Due to the characteristics and properties of charring, mass timber construction provides an 
inherent level of fire-resistance. Large timber members are difficult to ignite and if they do 
ignite they burn slowly. The CLT and glulam components used for the project have an inherent 
degree of fire-resistance that has been enhanced through encapsulation of the mass wood. 

     Encapsulated Wood Construction 

With the exception of one area of the top floor, where the mass timber structure will be left 
exposed for demonstration purposes, the remainder of the wood structure will be 
encapsulated with 3 to 4 layers of fire rated Type X gypsum board. Fire tests and engineering 
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analysis confirm that the encapsulated mass timber structural system will provide a minimum 2 
hour fire-resistance rating. In addition to meeting the fire rating required by the Building Code, 
the encapsulated mass timber construction will provide a very high degree of reliability over 
the life of the project. Mechanical fastening of multiple layers of fire rated gypsum board to 
the wood structure, which has its own inherent degree of fire-resistance, will provide a more 
reliable fire-resistance system than standard structural steel protected by fire spray materials. 

 

4. Miscellaneous Facts & Figures 

 
Volume of CLT panels:                   1,973m3 
No. of CLT Panels: 464 pieces 
Weight of CLT Panels: 954,068 kg 
Volume of Glulam Columns:       260m3 
No. of Glulam Columns: 1,298 pieces 
Weight of Glulam Columns: 143,263 kg 

  
    
Area of Prefabricated Panels:     7,340m2 
    
Weight Saving due to Wood Structure over 
Concrete 

7,648 tonnes (wood & concrete/rebar hybrid, 
compared to standard concrete & rebar 
building) 

Volume of Concrete Saved compared to 
Concrete Structure Building: 

2,650m3 

    
Schedule Saving due to faster erection of 
Wood Structure and Prefabricated Envelope 

2 months 

  


